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Shortly after Mass on 17 September 1719, three hundred men
in janissary uniform marched through the gates of Dresden. A
century earlier, the din of their drums would have caused panic in
the city. Instead, as the soldiers advanced towards the palace,
Italian acrobats rushed to wrap their turbans for the evening’s
entertainments, servants prepared coffee and arranged half-moon
tables for the banquet, and artisans adjusted the ears on a waxsculpture sultan. For Dresden’s elite, the sound was cause for
joy: the procession marked the marriage of Prince Friedrich
August II to Maria Josepha of Austria.1
Focused as they have been on the politics of representation,
modern scholars have rarely asked how such extraordinary performances came into being, or what sources of knowledge underlay them.2 Yet turquerie, the pan-European interest in and
emulation of Ottoman culture between 1650 and 1750, was not
solely a European representation of a foreign people, but a set of
responses to an increase in the movement of Ottoman goods and
ideas.3 The trajectories by which everything from coffee and
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I
MISE EN SCÈNE

The conquest of Constantinople cemented in European minds
the notion of the Ottomans as marauders of the cultural and
religious legacy of the Christian East. Understood as descendants
of the Scythians, Ottomans were frequently depicted by humanist
historians as uncivilized and barbarous.6 Although Renaissance
Europeans often praised Ottoman power, political organization,
piety and tolerance, popular fears of an invasion meant that
(n. 3 cont.)
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costumes to music and manuscripts travelled from Ottoman to
European lands suggest that turquerie was a dynamic and multiactor phenomenon in which Ottomans played a key role.
Ottoman objects did not travel naked: they were wrapped in
layers of meaning.4
Even so, Ottoman culture changed as it entered European
contexts.5 Europeans responded to incoming goods and ideas
in manifold and often surprising ways, assimilating them through
sensory experience and imaginative identification. Ottoman
culture offered an attractive vocabulary in which new conceptions of leisure, refinement and the body could be articulated.
Treating turqueries as translations places them at the heart of
the process whereby early modern Europeans came to understand Ottoman culture.
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admiration was almost always accompanied by aversion.7 In a
period in which scholars focused on the region’s classical legacy
and the circulation of Ottoman elements was limited, European
understandings of Ottoman culture remained necessarily circumscribed.8 While the tradition of representing the Ottomans as
barbarous did persist throughout 1650–1750, it competed
more and more with new experiences of Ottoman culture.
Turquerie flourished once politics and trade facilitated the intensification of exchange with the Ottoman empire. Although it is
likely, as many historians have claimed, that turquerie was related
to the decline of anxiety about the Ottoman military threat after
the failed siege of Vienna in 1683, military engagements themselves did not necessarily prevent cultural exchange: music,
manuscripts and other war booty travelled to Europe with
Ottoman troops.9 In fact, the causation should be understood
more broadly. For one thing, the intensification of diplomatic
contact increased cultural traffic between Europeans and
Ottomans. The Treaty of Karlowitz, concluded in 1699, which
ended the Ottoman–Habsburg conflict, marked a new level of
Ottoman integration into the European state and diplomatic
system.10 Between 1703 and 1774 the Ottomans signed sixtyeight recorded treaties with other states.11 Not only did
diplomatic encounters act as important venues of cultural display
for both guest and host, but European states began educating
subjects to sustain this intensified contact. Joining the older
Venetian tradition of training dragomans in Istanbul, the Polish,
Austrian and French states each founded their own language
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schools.12 As governments trained diplomatic intermediaries,
they multiplied the number of cultural intermediaries as well.
Moreover, increased trade between the Ottoman empire and
various European states contributed to the circulation of goods
and ideas. The trade agreements struck first with France and
England and then with the Dutch Republic meant not only a
greater flow of goods but a greater number of Europeans living
in and trading with the empire in the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries.13 However, turquerie was not directly correlated to fluctuations in trade with the Levant: while French
commerce with the eastern Mediterranean dropped precipitously
around mid-century, recovering only around 1685, this had little
effect on French interest in Ottoman culture, which generated
some of the most famous turqueries in that period, such as
Molière’s Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme (1670) and Racine’s Bajazet
(1672).14 Likewise, although the tradition of Turkish theatre was
at its height in England during the Levant Company’s golden age
(1660–80) turqueries maintained their vitality and popularity
even when that trade declined steadily in the first half of the eighteenth century.15 Most objects studied here were not part of the
high-volume trade with Europe, largely because they were not
mass commodities in the Ottoman empire. Manuscripts, costume albums and, in the early years, even coffee entered
Europe in small quantities as gifts and for personal use.
On the Ottoman side, one cause of turquerie lay in changes in
the political culture and diplomacy of the empire. In the decades
leading up to the age of turqueries, the Ottoman state shifted
focus from expansion to the administration of already acquired
territory. By the early seventeenth century, sultans had metamorphosed from warriors active on the battlefield into elegant and
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fine-fingered patrons of magnificence.16 The changes in
European imagery of the Ottomans, from aggressive defenders
of the faith to paragons of refinement, in part paralleled changes
in the self-understanding of the Ottoman ruling elite.17 On the
European side, the transformations that spread turquerie were
technological and commercial advances in the production and
dissemination of writings, images and goods. Turquerie was
inseparable from new forms of economic and commercial organization that produced luxuries the middle classes could afford,
from printed engravings to coffee cultivated by slaves in the West
and East Indies.18 Such developments, in turn, widened the audience for turqueries beyond the courtly and urban elites who had
first enjoyed them.
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either for what they reveal about European conceptions of the
East, or for their implicit statements about European domestic
matters.20 Yet the Ottoman costume album, the genre of visual art
most commonly commissioned by European travellers to the
empire, had from the beginning one foot in the Ottoman and
one in the European pictorial traditions. In Europe costume
books were already widespread by the early sixteenth century,
depicting attire and sometimes cities and customs of peoples
from Europe and the world.21 The genre made its debut in the
Ottoman lands towards the end of the sixteenth century, its similarities to native encyclopedic genres facilitating its embrace by an
Ottoman public.22 In the hands of the growing number of
Ottoman artists producing these albums, the genre was a
unique combination of Ottoman and European artistic conventions: Ottoman-style figures decontextualized and isolated on
single leaves.
These Ottoman-made images came to supplement the growing
number of publications for European audiences about the
empire. This resulted in part from changes in patronage patterns
in early seventeenth-century Istanbul. The reduction in the size of
the imperial workshop and the temporary transfer of the court to
Edirne meant that high-profile artists became free to work not
only for the ever more powerful Ottoman grandees, but for
European travellers interested in documenting Ottoman society.23 The Englishman Paul Rycaut’s The Present State of the
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Ottoman Empire (1667) featured engravings based on two
albums, one by the court painter Musavvir Hüseyin, and another
by a team of Ottoman and Venetian artists working in the service
of the Venetian Bailo (see Plate 1).24 For his History of the Growth
and Decay of the Othman Empire (1734), Dimitrie Cantemir
commissioned the court painter Abdülcelil Levni to produce a
series of the sultans based upon the normally inaccessible palace
collections.25 The book boasted ‘twenty-two Heads of the
Turkish Emperors, engraved from Copies taken from ORIGINALS
in the GRAND SEIGNOR’S Palace, by the late SULTAN’S Painter’.26
Many costume albums that found their way to Europe were
hence deliberate Ottoman attempts to represent local personages
to a European audience. Europeans often valued the insider’s
view afforded by Ottoman-made albums. As the traveller Pietro
della Valle noted, local miniaturists could represent Ottoman
attire and headgear with an accuracy unattainable for visitors,
many of whom had only limited access to local society.27 Yet, in
preparing these works, Ottoman artists often adjusted to the
expectations of their European patrons. Musavvir Hüseyin’s
European albums, for example, portrayed sultans more realistically and women clad more scantily than was customary in albums
for native viewers.28

Right: ‘Tulbentar Aga: or, He Who Makes the Grand Signors Turbant’. Engraving in
Paul Rycaut, History of the Present State of the Ottoman Empire (first pubd 1667;
London, 1686), 44. Image courtesy of the University of Michigan, Special Collections
Library.
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1. Left: Musavvir Hüseyin, ‘Tulbend agasi: ou, Porte-turban’ (1688 or earlier).
Miniature painting in the album ‘Costumes turcs de la cour et de la ville de
Constantinople’ (1720). Image courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France,
Cabinet des Estampes, Od. 6, M34255.

Right: Gérard Scotin, after Jean-Baptiste Vanmour, ‘Effendi: homme de Loy dans son Etude’ (1712–13). Engraving in Recueil de cent estampes
representant differentes nations du Levant (Paris, 1714), Plate 24. Image courtesy of Harvard University, Houghton Library, f HEW 13.9.8.

2. Left and centre: Musavvir Hüseyin, ‘Kazi asker: ou, President de guerre’ and ‘Mufti: ou, Chef de la loy’ (1688 or earlier). Miniature paintings in
‘Costumes turcs de la cour et de la ville de Constantinople’. Image courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France, Cabinet des Estampes, Od. 6,
M34245, M34246.
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Not only Ottoman but also European-made costume albums
originated in multiple pictorial traditions. Jean-Baptiste Vanmour, a Flemish painter who spent most of his career working
for various ambassadors in Istanbul, produced the most famous
of these. His images for the French ambassador, the marquis de
Ferriol, engraved and bound in the hugely popular Recueil de cent
estampes representant differentes nations du Levant (1714), have
been rightly celebrated as the single most important source for
European imagery of the Ottomans in this period.29 Yet the emphasis on Vanmour as an on-site painter who delivered an unmediated image of Ottoman society, a selling point in his time and
our own, has obscured an examination of his process and
sources.30 Evidence suggests that Vanmour, like other European
artists,31 had considerable contact with local artists during his
thirty-year residence in Istanbul. Running a very large, semicommercial workshop that produced a number of paintings
based on a limited set of formulas, he was likely obliged to hire
locally trained artists.32 The awkward perspectival designs of
some of his paintings support this thesis, suggesting the hands
of individuals not trained in the European pictorial tradition.33
In fact, Ottoman pictorial tropes are visible in Vanmour’s
works. In depicting Ahmed III in the company of two attendants,
for example, he was following a late sixteenth-century Ottoman
convention.34 Both the clothing and the accessories of his legal
scholar (see Plate 2) and the composition and dress of his coffee
drinker (fur draped over the shoulders, V-neck, belt, trousers; see
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Studies Quart., xxiii (2005), 181–3.
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Art’ (New York Univ. Ph.D. thesis, 1997), 181–2; Perrin Stein, ‘Madame de
Pompadour and the Harem Imagery at Bellevue’, Gazette des beaux-arts, cxxiii (1994).
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Plate 3) are strikingly similar to those depicted a few decades
earlier by Hüseyin. Although Vanmour composed his paintings
to make sense to a European public, adjusting the coffee drinker’s
headdress and moving the scholar indoors, he and Hüseyin operated within a similar pictorial repertoire.
Through a number of routes, these images made their way
from Istanbul to Europe. Alongside pictures brought home as
souvenirs or printed in histories and travel accounts, miniatures
available in Ottoman markets entered the private collections of
patrons like Cardinal Mazarin and Jean-Baptiste Colbert.35
Hüseyin’s works travelled to Europe not only through the
Balkan border as war booty,36 but as gifts from the French ambassador introducing the new sultan to Louis XIV.37 By the end of
the eighteenth century, dozens of illuminated Ottoman manuscripts enriched courtly and private collections.
Once in Europe, these images became sources for the
Ottoman-inspired themes so prevalent in eighteenth-century
European painting. Many artists who had never set foot in the
Ottoman empire relied on Vanmour, whose influence is documented in everything from masquerade and theatre costumes
to the works of Guardi and Watteau.38 Others turned to the
Hüseyin albums in the French royal collection, as Carle
(Charles-André) van Loo did for his paintings for the chambre
turque of Madame de Pompadour, the chief mistress of Louis
XV. A comparison suggests that van Loo adopted the position
and dress of Hüseyin’s coffee drinker, as well as its red, ochre
and pale blue palette.39 So too did an anonymous painter rely

Right: Jean-Baptiste Haussard, after Jean-Baptiste Vanmour, ‘Fille turque, prenant le caffé sur le sopha’ (1712–13). Engraving in Recueil de cent
estampes representant differentes nations du Levant, Plate 48. Image courtesy of Harvard University, Houghton Library, f HEW 13.9.8.

3. Left: Musavvir Hüseyin, ‘L’Asseki sultane: ou, Première femme du grand seigneur’ (1688 or earlier). Miniature painting in ‘Figures naturelles
de Turquie’ (1688). Image courtesy of the Bibliothèque nationale de France, Cabinet des Estampes, Od. 7, M33283.
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4. Top: Musavvir Hüseyin, ‘[Sultane avec ses serviteurs]’ (1688 or earlier). Miniature
painting in ‘Costumes turcs de la cour et de la ville de Constantinople’. Image courtesy
of the Bibliothèque nationale de France, Cabinet des Estampes, Od. 6, M34244.
Middle: Carle van Loo, Sultan’s Wife Drinking Coffee, pair to the painting Sultan’s Wife
Embroidering. Oil on canvas. 120  127 cm. Image courtesy of the State Hermitage
Museum, St Petersburg. Photograph ß The State Hermitage Museum. Photo by
Vladimir Terebenin, Leonard Kheifets, Yuri Molodkovets.
Bottom: After Jean-Baptiste Vanmour, A Sultana Taking Coffee, eighteenth century.
Oil on canvas laid down on board. 26  33.1 cm. Private collection.
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A scholarly conversation
That Ottoman culture and politics deserved scholarly study could
not be assumed. Prior generations had focused their intellectual
energy on the classical Levant or the early Islamic past.43 Thus,
Rycaut had to preface his Ottoman history of 1667 by arguing
that Ottoman government and customs were more than a curiosity and were worthy of rigorous scrutiny.44 This coincided with
the efforts of some scholars to portray Ottomans as patrons of
scholarship and the arts, rather than as uncultivated warriors. In
1688 the Venetian dragoman Giovanni Battista Donado wrote
Della letteratura de’ Turchi, a cultural history that demonstrated
40
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more on Hüseyin than on Vanmour (as had been previously
assumed): the similarities in the décolleté, the fur lining, the
coffee cup and the woman’s position suggest the painter must
have seen either the French royal collections or other copies of
Hüseyin’s work (see Plate 4).
These already complex images were further modified as they
were incorporated into new artistic contexts. Some were distanced from their original referent. Reproduced as porcelain
statuettes, the figures from the Recueil de cent estampes lost both
the descriptions and the sequence that had located them within
the Ottoman social hierarchy.40 In the case of van Loo’s coffee
drinker, source images served instead not only for the reproduction of detail, but to buttress a political message. Hüseyin’s original was not an anonymous or ideal type, but probably Gülnuş
Emetullah, the haseki (favourite) of Mehmed IV.41 By having herself painted after the sultan’s chief consort, Madame de
Pompadour designated herself as her own sovereign’s favourite.
In view of her prominence in advising the king, moreover, she may
also have been using the image of the haseki, known in Paris and
Istanbul to possess considerable influence in state affairs, to
underline her own political role.42
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the breadth of Ottoman pursuits from music to philosophy and
poetry.45 Soon after, Antoine Galland argued that the Ottomans
had cultivated arts and sciences since the beginning of their
empire, and that ‘one may count the considerable number of
their Poets as a sign of the delicacy of their minds’.46 The parallel
with other forms of turquerie is striking: the elevation of
Ottomans to paragons of cultural refinement.
In fact, the increase in scholarly writings on Ottoman topics
occurred at least in part as a direct response to more popular
forms of turquerie. Donado cited as motivation for his treatise
the fact that too many books had been written about the customs
and costumes of the Ottomans, but none about their intellectual
pursuits.47 Similarly, Charles Fonton’s ‘Essay sur la musique
orientale’ (1751) sought to counteract the impression, conveyed
by the alla turca fad, that all Ottoman music was ‘a confusion of
instruments without agreement, of voices without harmony, of
movements without grace, of song without delicacy’.48 Scholarship was not separate from or indifferent to turquerie at large:
rather, it sought to comment on, modify and converse with turquerie’s polite forms, and was stimulated by the circulation in
European culture of so many Ottoman elements.
Yet what most distinguished scholarship in the age of turquerie
from earlier intellectual production on the Ottomans was its
sources. For one thing, the great rise in the number of Europeans
travelling to the Ottoman empire meant a proliferation of travel
literature on the region. While travel-writing was a genre with its
own conventions and biases,49 contemporary readers found
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much to gain from this literature, and it was an indispensable
source to a diverse audience encompassing polite readers, entrepreneurs, historians, biblical scholars and philosophers.50 Concurrently, Ottoman scholarly sources were prized for the first
time. Better knowledge of Ottoman Turkish and a greater
number of travellers provided the foundation for this shift. As
European states trained civil servants to support intensified diplomatic relations with the empire, the number of Europeans able
to acquire and read native sources increased. Both Galland and
Donado, as well as François Pétis de La Croix, Charles Fonton,
Giambattista Toderini and Vincenzo Bratutti, all benefited from
the language schools established by European states in the period.
Whereas few sixteenth-century Europeans had studied Ottoman
Turkish, since, unlike Arabic, it had no link to biblical Hebrew
and its sacred aura, seventeenth-century scholars produced reliable dictionaries and grammars.51 They also had more to read:
while, in the sixteenth century, manuscript collections in Europe
had held virtually no Turkish manuscripts, the age of turquerie
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witnessed a surge in their acquisition.52 The Bibliothèque du Roi
in Paris, for instance, came into its first Turkish manuscripts only
in 1668–9, but soon made up for lost time.53 Likewise, interest
grew in contemporary Arabic-language scholarship, the most
extraordinary expression of which was Barthélemy d’Herbelot’s
Bibliothèque orientale, which drew heavily on the Ottoman scholar
Katib Çelebi’s seventeenth-century Arabic bibliographic work
Kashf al-Zunun.54
The importance of native sources becomes especially clear in
scholarly efforts to understand coffee, the drink newly imported
from the Ottoman lands. Europeans turned to its place of origin
for information on the nature and characteristics of the drink and
the plant, and early treatises on coffee by Edward Pococke and
Antoine Galland relied heavily upon works by Ottoman scholars.
While Pococke’s was a translation of a portion of a medical handbook by the sixteenth-century Ottoman Arab physician Da8ud alAntaki,55 Galland’s drew primarily on a treatise on coffee by
Antaki’s contemporary 6Abd al-Qadir al-Jaziri. Galland also
made frequent use of the sixteenth-century Ottoman poet
_
Beliği and the seventeenth-century historian Ibrahim
Peçevi.56
These sources were not ancient or medieval, but only a generation
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or two old; Pococke and Galland employed current Ottoman
scholarship.
Aided by a Galenic theory of medicine still shared across the
Eurasian continent, scholars and advertisers enlisted the expertise of Eastern doctors to convince wary Europeans of the new
drink’s salubrity.57 Even after European doctors’ own studies,
the Ottoman intellectual legacy held: as Jean de La Roque
explained, Ottoman observations about the drink were ‘much
the same as have been since discover’d, and admitted by our
best Physicians’.58 Thus, although Ottoman and European
physicians disagreed (even among themselves) about coffee’s
effects on the body, they debated analogous questions: one
main shared concern, for example, was the effect of coffee on
the libido.59 In this sense, Ottomans and Europeans participated
in a common scholarly discourse.60
Much of the material contained in travel-writings and scholarship reached a wider public through novels and plays. Writers of
novels mined travel accounts and histories: while Madeleine de
Scudéry, in her Ibrahim: ou, L’Illustre Bassa (1641), commuted the
grisly death sentence of the sixteenth-century grand vizier
_
Ibrahim
Paşa into a magnanimous royal pardon, she nonetheless
sought historical fidelity to the Constantinopolitan atmosphere
by consulting descriptions of court ceremony.61 Many Turkish
plays can also be traced to specific travel narratives, such as
Racine’s dependence for Bajazet on the account of the
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ambassador, the comte de Cézy. It was these plays that exposed
the widest audiences to Ottoman culture: during the age of turquerie a special link formed between the Ottoman dynasty and
the European dramatic stage. Of the forty English plays set in Asia
or the Levant between 1660 and 1714, only two were not set in
Ottoman lands; meanwhile, in France thirteen Turkish tragedies
were written between 1672 and 1739.62 Yet Turkish plays have
too often been understood as timeless ‘classical’ abstractions of
the Ottoman state. Although the plots themselves often derived
from historical events during the reign of Süleyman I, many plays
were written in response to contemporary international events.63
Nor should they be considered merely as coded discussions of
domestic problems. Rather, Ottoman-inspired plays offered a
forum in which ‘different models of empire could be explored,
analyzed, appropriated or dismissed’.64 Many plays sought to
appraise seriously the Ottoman political and social order, and
to bring this appraisal to broad sections of the public.
Divorcing European imagery of and scholarship on the
Ottomans from its sources, and speaking only of projections of
the ‘Other’ in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, erases a
complex history of cultural translation. Behind many European
artworks lay the efforts of Ottoman artists, self-consciously creating images adjusted to the preferences of their European patrons,
or of Europeans like Vanmour, who worked with Ottoman painters and within Ottoman artistic conventions. Similarly,
European scholars of the period relied heavily on Ottoman
sources to understand Ottoman society and its exports. The
point is not that turquerie was more authentic than previously
thought; rather, attention to sources reveals the full complexity
of these representations, which preserved some knowledge of
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Ottoman culture even when their meanings changed along with
their medium, language, patron and audience.
III
PRACTICES AND INSTITUTIONS IN MOTION

Coffee and its culture
The success of coffee in Europe depended heavily on Ottoman
mediation. Unlike imported luxuries such as silks and ceramics,
the bitter brown drink first seemed dreadful to most early modern
Europeans.65 Rather, they had to be enticed to acquire a taste for
it. Many of them began to do so thanks to Ottoman diplomacy
and elite society, which had quickly made coffee a central part of
polite ceremonial since the drink’s introduction into Istanbul in
the mid sixteenth century.66 Galland, who spent years in the
Levant in French service, based much of his treatise on coffee
on his experiences in the houses of local grandees.67 Others
were introduced to coffee when Ottoman statesmen served the
drink during their own military or diplomatic travels.68
The refinement of the Ottoman way of serving coffee drove
much of the European enthusiasm for the drink. Galland’s description of the rituals of coffee-drinking in Istanbul spans pages,
detailing everything from the order in which guests were served
(the most important first) to the embroidery of the napkins
65
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That coffee came to Europe from the Ottoman empire is no
secret, and the alla turca style in seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury European music is perhaps the best-remembered
legacy of turquerie. Yet, in both cases, insufficient attention has
been paid to the practices that accompanied these cultural
imports. Europeans undoubtedly invested coffee and music
with local meanings and rituals, but both were imported from
the Ottoman empire accompanied by ideas, instructions and
even institutions.
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distributed by the serving boys (gold, silver, silk or all three).69
The material trappings that accompanied Ottoman coffee caught
many a European’s eye, and Pierre de La Roque, one of the earliest to bring the drink to France, also took along ‘Finjans, or Cups
of very beautiful old China; not to mention the little MuslinNapkins, edg’d with Gold, Silver, and Silk Borders’.70 French
coffee merchants such as Philippe Sylvestre Dufour marketed
the product by emphasizing its Ottoman association with
honour and status: ‘the Coffee drink of the Levant is one of the
principal honours that Turks bestow upon one another during
visits, and for this reason they endow it with the epithet of honourable’.71 Underlying this marketing tactic was the assumption
that Ottoman modes of civility were translatable to a French context, and worthy of being translated. Refined Frenchmen and
women should drink coffee in the manner in which refined
Ottomans did so.72
European writers instructed their compatriots in the correct
imitation of Ottoman ceremonial.73 Jean de Thévenot, a scholar
and one of the first to bring coffee to Paris, provided a Levantine
recipe for the drink, specifying everything from the ratio of
powder to water, to the number of times the concoction was to
come to a boil.74 Dufour’s treatise, published in 1685, devoted
two chapters to coffee preparation, knowledge he had acquired
from friends who had lived in the Levant. He specified not only at
what time and in what kind of vessel coffee was to be served, but
how it was to be sipped: ‘one is not to put one’s tongue in the cup,
but to hold its rim between one’s tongue and one’s upper lip’.75
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Europeans without access to rarefied private gatherings were
introduced to coffee in its other main Ottoman setting, the coffeehouse. By the time this highly visible and accessible institution
had spread through the empire in the mid sixteenth century, few
travellers failed to mention it.76 For the majority of Europeans
who never set foot in the Levant, migrants from the Ottoman
lands brought the institution home. The first to open a coffeehouse in London in 1652 was a Greek servant to a Levant
Company merchant, while in 1685 the son of an Ottoman
Armenian trader received the first licence to do so in Vienna.77
In Paris, Galland and Jean de La Roque agreed, ‘the Armenians
began to import it, and little by little gave the drink the reputation
it at present enjoys’.78
It is not surprising, then, that early European coffee-houses
shared many features of their Ottoman relatives. Some followed
the Ottoman custom of serving sherbets alongside coffee.79
Others offered it together with another new product, tobacco,
as was common in Istanbul.80 Others still followed the
Ottoman practice of combining coffee with public baths: by the
early eighteenth century, nine London coffee-houses offered a
‘hummum’ or ‘bagnio’ (bath-house) experience.81 Yet the most
significant similarity was the coffee-house’s role in the exchange
of news and ideas. Ottoman coffee-houses were hubs of communication and the arts, offering not only a space where people of
most social strata could meet and exchange information, but a
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broad range of activities from musical and puppet performances
to storytelling and poetry recitation.82 European observers often
noticed (even exaggerated) this intellectual and cultural aspect of
the coffee-house. Carsten Niebuhr called coffee-houses ‘theatres
for the exercise of profane eloquence’, places where scholars
recited stories and read books aloud.83 Galland explained that
‘they were initially frequented by men of letters, who went to
while away a few hours with their friends’. There ‘one read a
book or even . . . recited the newest Poems, which one examined
approvingly, or sometimes criticized heatedly’.84
Similar activities could be observed in contemporary English,
French and German coffee-houses: patrons circulated manuscripts, held lessons and read news aloud.85 Indeed, period
accounts of coffee-houses as places ‘either to transact Affairs, or
enjoy Conversation’, or ‘to which most scholars retire and
spend much of the day in hearing and speaking of news, [and]
in speaking vily [sic] of their superiors’, seem to have applied as
well to the Ottoman as to the English case.86 Given European
awareness of the literary functions of the Ottoman coffee-house,
it is likely that the institution’s importance as a place of intellectual exchange was not invented so much as adapted by
Europeans. English and French coffee-houses were not carbon
copies of Ottoman ones. They differed not only in their interior
furnishings and menus (few Ottoman coffee-houses served
alcohol), but in their meanings: as Brian Cowan has shown, the
intellectual culture of the English coffee-house developed in relation to specific local changes in conceptions of erudition and
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sociability.87 Yet, when viewed transregionally, it is hard to dissociate European ways of drinking coffee, both in private and in
public, from those of the Ottomans who introduced the drink.
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The Mehter on the march
Ottoman music was conveyed to Europe by the musicians of the
Ottoman military band, called the mehter.88 An impressive ensemble, the mehter featured up to fifty musicians playing numerous wind instruments and, unlike contemporary European
bands, a wide array of percussion instruments.89 Staffed by janissaries specially trained in the Ottoman palace, the band fulfilled
an important role in both war and peace: in battle it boosted
morale and intimidated the enemy;90 in peacetime it was integral
to Ottoman public relations, accompanying the sultan during
journeys, processions and the reception of envoys.91
During the many military and diplomatic engagements of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Ottoman mehter bands had
plenty of chances to impress European audiences. For residents
of the contested lands on the Ottoman–Habsburg border, music
was part of the terror of Ottoman warfare.92 Villages spared
Ottoman guns experienced Ottoman drums: on its way to the
second siege of Vienna in 1683, for example, the mehter performed in the towns through which the army passed.93 Yet
Ottomans also introduced Europeans to their musical repertoire
through diplomatic channels, in their own lands and abroad.94
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During Mehmed IV’s embassy to Vienna in 1665, crowds lined
up to watch as his emissary Kara Mehmed Paşa paraded through
the city with his mehter. The same band performed daily during
the emissary’s divan.95
Europeans absorbed and reproduced this double role of the
mehter as both ceremonial and military. Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, central European electors and
aristocrats appeared at carnivals, as well as weddings, coronations
and baptisms, dressed as Ottomans and accompanied by ‘Turkish’
soldiers and the musicians with which these soldiers were so
strongly associated.96 When in 1613 Prince August of Saxony
dressed as a sultan in a procession honouring the future elector’s
baptism, the ‘Turkish’ musicians that accompanied him served
(as did his beard and turban) to underline his stature and pomp.97
By incorporating the mehter into such festivities, European elites
used it in the way that their Ottoman contemporaries did.
Even as European elites adopted the mehter’s ceremonial function, their armies started to employ its instruments and techniques, particularly in percussion. Whereas European military
ensembles had previously consisted primarily of wind instruments, from the fifteenth century Hungarian and German regiments adopted large Ottoman kettledrums.98 Through these
early adopters, drums passed to the rest of Europe in the sixteenth
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and seventeenth centuries, often as spoils of war.99 Other percussion instruments followed, and by the 1770s most European
military bands featured kettledrums, bass drums, cymbals, tambourines and so-called Turkish crescents (also known as jingling
Johnnies).100 Regiments also took up aspects of the instruments’
usage in the mehter: kettledrums, for example, maintained their
communicative role and their frequent pairing with trumpets.101
In the late seventeenth century, European art music began to
assimilate the sound made familiar by Ottoman armies and diplomats (and their European successors). Although the orchestral
engagement with Ottoman music, as many scholars have argued,
was stylized or even parodic, this was likely due to the way in
which this music travelled. Ottoman music had almost always
moved with Ottoman musicians ‘on tour’; since in the empire
the tradition was transmitted orally, there was virtually no sheet
music from which it could be studied (attempts to notate it were
met with consternation by Europeans unfamiliar with Ottoman
musical principles).102 As a result, European composers had little
choice but to approximate Ottoman sounds. The most common
way to do so was with the heavy use of percussion; kettledrums
and cymbals made their orchestral debut around 1670.103 Other
alla turca signatures included quick shifts between major and
minor modes, monophonic melodies, irregular meter, fast ornamental patterns, subdivisions of the basic beat and rondeau-like
forms.104 Even if scholars have often seen the jarring effect produced by these sounds as the expression of a European sense of
superiority,105 it is worth realizing that in emphasizing these
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IV
LUXURY, LOVE AND LIBERATION

Why did European men and women so enthusiastically demand
so many forms of Ottoman culture? What did they obtain from
their participation in turquerie? To explain demand one must
investigate the uses and functions of turqueries. Yet here we
quickly reach the limit of semiotic approaches, which mine
turqueries for a literal statement or message, or read them as a
coded meditation on the national self. Rather, what is most in
need of reconstruction is the set of cultural possibilities the
phenomenon afforded its participants. The success of turquerie
lay in its function as a liberating cultural vocabulary. Through
Ottoman decoration and dress, Europeans could explore ways
of being that were not so readily available in their own culture.
Turquerie invoked the foreign to refashion the domestic. The
common set of themes that links turquerie across genres and
media concerns elite behaviour, and especially romance and
luxury. Because of the later history of European visions of
(n. 105 cont.)
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aspects European composers were producing precisely the effect
that the Ottomans sought to elicit with their military music.
Although alla turca music was in large part interpretative, it functioned within the parameters set by Ottoman musical practice.
Coffee and music suggest the importance of processes of transmission for the consumption of Ottoman culture in Europe. In
the case of coffee, not merely a good but an institution and a set of
customs were transferred from one region to another. The same is
true of Ottoman music: not only did Europeans adopt Ottoman
instruments, they approximated their use in the dual ceremonial
and military role. In both cases, this result had everything to do
with the agents of transmission. European consumption of coffee
relied on intermediaries who interpreted and marketed the product and instructed neophytes about its meanings. In the case of
music, it was the transmission by individuals rather than by written sources that left space for creativity in the European adoption
of this Ottoman form.
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Eastern sensuality and decadence, interpreting the themes of
luxury and romance requires some delicacy. One must be careful
not to mistake the meanings of cultural activities of the earlier
period that superficially resemble those of the later one. In the
turqueries of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the predominant conception of Ottoman culture was not the salacious
and morally bankrupt Orient of Delacroix’s La Mort de
Sardanapale.
Much of the appeal of turqueries lay in their making luxury
permissible by recasting it as a form of culture. Luxury was by
no means unproblematic for early modern European audiences.
Although expensive consumer goods had been a constant feature
of elite lifestyles, at an ideological level the classical–republican
and Christian condemnations of luxury and ostentation exerted a
powerful influence, forcing elites to struggle with sumptuary laws
and to reconceive their possessions as ‘objects of virtue’.106
Turquerie helped to circumvent this common critique by dressing
up luxury in foreign garb.
Splendour and magnificence pervaded European visions of
Ottoman culture in this period, including those enacted on the
stage. Although, especially in the eighteenth century, plays often
expressed unease about Ottoman indulgence in luxury, they
regularly took advantage of the visual excitement produced by
Ottoman fabrics, jewels and furniture.107 Indeed, the visual
dimension was central to the experience of attending a Turkishthemed entertainment, and likely a prime motivation for commissioning these pieces. The French merchant and voyager
Laurent d’Arvieux, who travelled extensively in the Ottoman
empire, wrote of Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme that ‘his Majesty
ordered me to join Messieurs Molière and Lulli in composing
a theatrical play in which one could include something of the
dress and the manners of the Turks’.108 That stage sets were more
than details for audiences is suggested by the response of one
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operagoer at Davenant’s The Siege of Rhodes (1656): emulating
the character Roxelana, she decorated herself in oriental costume
and jewels for the benefit of her lover.109
The new Ottoman-inspired decor that first emerged in France
and then spread to the rest of Europe introduced luxury into
European homes. The sofa, a new sybaritic commodity whose
arrival was met with the criticism of moralists, is one such example.110 In spite of the Arabic derivation of the new word,
which first appeared in its modern Western sense in a European
dictionary in 1694,111 it is difficult to prove that the sofa itself,
created in France at the end of the seventeenth century, is a translation of an Ottoman piece of furniture, because we lack any
French seventeenth-century images of a Turkish sofa or
divan.112 But the names given in the mid eighteenth century to
the new pieces — ottomane, lit à la turque, lit à la sultane, sultane, lit
en ottomane, siège and fauteuil à la turque — which featured
rounded backs, scrolled armrests and baldachins, associated
the Ottomans with these new trappings of luxurious leisure (see
Plate 5).113 Manufacturers gave Turkish names to enhance the
appeal of their new products, which they sought to present as the
accessories of a lifestyle of sophisticated ease. This furniture was
often brought together with other ‘oriental’ decorative elements,
including Turkish portraits, to create whole Ottoman-inspired
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interiors, like Madame de Pompadour’s chambre turque.114 These
interior environments, designed with deliberation in the Rococo
period, stood in great contrast to the sparer aesthetic of the preceding century. The vogue for Ottoman objects coincided with,
and may have supported, the effort to configure shopping as a
genteel and socially acceptable leisure activity, as in Watteau’s
L’Enseigne de Gersaint (1720), in which ladies and gentlemen
show off their taste by admiring the paintings and bibelots on
display at Gersaint’s shop.115
Luxurious clothing likewise drew inspiration from Ottoman
models. As French ladies soon found out, it was difficult to recline
comfortably on a padded sofa in a corset.116 It is therefore not
surprising that the burgeoning fashion for déshabillé — informal
but luxurious dress closely associated with Asian, and especially
Ottoman, attire — increasingly came to accompany the new
interiors. Historians now recognize that Europeans dressed as
locals and adopted their customs in the late eighteenth-century
Indian subcontinent.117 Much less widely known is that, from the
later seventeenth century, Europeans who had never been abroad
began to attire themselves as foreign peoples, and especially as
Ottomans, in their own homes. Ottoman dress began to appear in
a type of portrait in which sitters are portrayed in elegant house
clothes, more loose-fitting than constraining court attire.118
Since the fifteenth century, European clothing had been cut
more closely to the body than any Asian dress,119 and in early
modern Europe Muslim women’s dress was seen as liberating,
not constraining. Moreover, the informality of déshabillé was
meant to be luxurious; and here the Ottoman influence served
equally well. European ‘Turkish’ dress consisted of sumptuous
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fabrics, most often a tunic with short oversleeves and fur trim, an
elaborate belt and a turban or aigrette (see Plate 6). Ottoman
fashions offered women an alternative style of magnificence and
leisure, one that freed them from physical constraints.
Dressing alla turca fulfilled yet another function in the context
of a masquerade. The cultural meaning of the masquerade differs
greatly from those of both earlier and later instances of European
cross-cultural dressing.120 Unlike the stage plays’ already interpreted vision of Ottoman culture, the masquerade afforded an
experience that participants themselves could manipulate. The
masked ball was a distinctively eighteenth-century cultural practice,
different from its precedents in Renaissance courtly entertainments.121 The masque, a staged representation of power, had
lacked the unscripted, unstaged quality of the masquerade, whose
participants could choose their own costumes and whose actions
were not prescribed. The masquerade is therefore more accurately
associated with the playful inversions of carnival.122 Masquerades,
Terry Castle has suggested, offered the pleasure of trying on another
identity, affording ‘an almost erotic commingling with the alien’
(see Plate 6).123 The masquerade often drew on foreign costumes,
not just Ottoman, but Persian and even Chinese: in the words of an
early commentator, ‘By the vast Variety of Dresses (many of them
very rich) you would fancy it a Congress of the principal Persons of
all the World, as Turks, Italians, Indians, Polanders, Spaniards,
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5. ‘Lit à la turque’. Engraving from Encyclopédie: ou, Dictionnaire raisonné des sciences,
des arts et des metiers, par une Société de Gens de lettres, 28 vols. (Paris, 1751–72), xxvi,
12:1 (‘Tapissier’, Plate 5, fig. 2). Harvard University, Houghton Library,
f FP7.En190, Plates v. 9.
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6. Martin van Meytens, Portrait of Maria Theresia in Turkish Dress and Mask (c.1744).
Oil on canvas. Photo by Fritz Simak. ß Schloß Schönbrunn Kultur- und
Betriebesges.m.b.H.
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Venetians &c’.124 The collective outcome of this was ‘a utopian
projection: the masquerade’s visionary ‘‘Congress of Nations’’ —
the image of global conviviality — was indisputably a thing of fleeting, hallucinatory beauty’.125 The masquerade, popular because it
permitted behaviours otherwise considered untoward, also expressed a collective longing for unity in diversity.
Just as Ottoman-style clothing liberated women’s bodies, turquerie likewise made eroticism more permissible. Michel
Baudier’s account published in 1624 gave currency to many
popular notions about the sexual practices of the sultan and his
concubines.126 Ottoman costume had erotic associations, but
these too were rendered much more acceptable by being ‘culturalized’.127 Boucher’s odalisque, for example, would have been
scandalous had she been seen as a French girl, an eighteenthcentury Olympia, but the nudity of a foreigner could be understood as culture rather than licentiousness.
Yet turquerie also allowed men and women to consider gender politics. As is known, Turkish-themed theatre, fiction and
painting most often centred on the topos of the harem or seraglio.128 In the seventeenth century, the Ottoman imperial harem
was the site of variations on a particular set of plots and intrigues.129 Though often enlisted to represent the moral corruption of its unfree inhabitants, in many instances the harem served
to explore a central theme of tragedy: conflict between the personal and the political. In European eyes ‘a place where so many
rivals are enclosed together’ was most of all simply an irresistible
dramatic device.130 Ottoman femininity offered opportunities
not only to playwrights like Racine, but to European women
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themselves. The commercial character of many turqueries might
lead one to see women as victims of the eighteenth-century version of Zola’s Au bonheur des dames (1883), the novel in which
Parisian women are enslaved by an astute merchant who masters
the seductions of fine textiles and oriental carpets.131 Yet they
were also empowered patrons and interpreters. Many women
wrote Turkish-themed stories and even dramas, to the point
that oriental melodramas became, in the words of one literary
historian, ‘something of a specialty among women dramatists’.132
Women often found their own voices via identification with Asian
women.133 Through the harem, European women imagined an
alternative social order, one in which their gender wielded significant (albeit indirect) political influence.134 Even women who did
not write fashioned their identities through turquerie by patronizing Turkish-themed commissions, as in the cases of Pompadour
and Madame du Barry.135
Yet love, not just eros, was the common denominator of how the
‘Turks’ were understood across media and genres. From 1670, the
year of Molière’s Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, Ottoman characters
appeared in comedy as well as tragedy, in addition to operas and
ballets. All of these understandings can be summarized by the
motto Amor vincit omnia. The idea that love conquers all, that
the amorous passion is common to people in all climates, is both
a playful conceit and a claim about the universality of human
psychology. As one novella put it, ‘A Turk, whatever one may
claim in Paris, is a man like another’.136 The ballet des nations tradition staged the Turks as one among several nations coping with the
trials and pleasures of love, as in Campra’s L’Europe galante (1697).
Rameau developed this genre with his Les Indes galantes (1735),
whose Turkish segment, ‘Le Turc généreux’, combines a captivity
narrative with the topos of the amorous Turk. Yet even as the
common humanity of Europeans and Ottomans was recognized,
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the notion of ‘Turkey’ as the particular homeland of love remained
popular, as in these verses by La Fontaine:
The pains of love are the most severe.
. . . . . . . . . . .
The exception is love in Turkish land,
In the seraglios of those happy pashas,
From which cruelty was always banned
Where sweetness lies wrapped in sashes,
Pleasures are found on a damask bed
. . . . . . . . . . .
All is gallantry, gentleness and cheer.137

Thus you see, Sir, these people are not so unpolished as we represent
them. ’Tis true their Magnificence is of a different taste from ours, and
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Such a rosy picture, which describes romantic happiness by
evoking the sensual pleasure of delicate luxuries, especially fabrics, was strengthened by several other notions circulating in
Europe, for instance the Muslim conception of paradise that
inspired Addison to write of a spring garden: ‘When I considered
the Fragrancy of the Walks and Bowers, with the choirs of birds
that sung upon the Trees, and the loose Tribe of People that
walked under their Shades, I could not but look upon the Place
as a kind of Mahometan Paradise’.138 Addison’s words suggest
how what caused consternation to Christian theologians — the
Qur’an’s representation of paradise as a place of sensual, indeed
carnal, pleasures — could delight the imagination of European
gentlepeople.139
La Fontaine’s verse shows how the ideas associated with turquerie could support and reinforce one another: Ottoman luxury
was made honourable because it was associated with honourable
Ottoman love. Yet what the stanza also suggests is the need to
differentiate between turqueries and later depictions of Ottoman
luxury and love. The turqueries served not to establish European
superiority over Ottomans, as later representations would; on the
contrary, Turkish associations served to legitimize objects or
practices frowned upon locally. Turquerie gained its power
from a deep admiration for the Ottoman elite:
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perhaps of a better. I am allmost of opinion they have a right notion of Life;
while they consume it in Music, Gardens, Wine, and delicate eating, while
we are tormenting our brains with some Scheme of Politics or studying
some Science to which we can never attain . . . . Considering what short
liv’d, weak Animals Men are, is there any study so beneficial as the study of
present pleasure?140
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In these words, Lady Montagu represented Ottoman luxury
not as a decadent pastime but as a conscious lifestyle choice to
prioritize hedonism in the face of existential truths. When viewed
in the larger context of turquerie, the literary association of the
Ottomans with luxury no longer appears primarily as a form of
European condescension, but rather as part of a broad admiration for Ottoman behaviours and goods.
A further use of Ottoman culture was its ability to reconcile two
poles of the culture war between Ancients and Moderns. The
Ottomans seemed to sit ambiguously between the two, offering
some advantages of each. Learned publications like Joseph Pitton
de Tournefort’s Relation d’un voyage du Levant (1717) and
Choiseul-Gouffier’s Voyage pittoresque de la Grèce (1782–1822)
combined attention to both ancient and modern architecture
and customs.141 Educated Europeans perceived a variety of
analogies and distinctions between customs of the ancient and
modern Near East. For instance, some saw traces of the musical
traditions of the Greeks in those of the Ottomans.142 Studying
Ottoman music was therefore a way to recover the classical past:
to, as Toderini wrote, ‘enlighten the obscure history of ancient
music in Greek and Latin authors’.143 After Edward Said, this
complex of perceptions has been rather summarily reduced to
the notion that Europeans perceived non-Europeans as primitive,
antiquated, medieval. Yet in a culture that valued antiquity
so highly, to be perceived as classical was not necessarily to
be condemned.
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V
THE END OF THE AFFAIR

The turqueries of 1650–1750 should be considered a distinct
period of European engagement with Ottoman culture. It is an
age insufficiently represented in our current macro-histories of
intercultural encounter. This shortcoming derives in part from
certain ideological assumptions underlying the study of cultural
exchange: while the traffic from the West to the Ottoman empire
is a traditional subject of study, the reverse has been seen as
144
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The Ottomans’ geographical remove could be a resource for
European playwrights, Racine explained. Distance in space functioned analogously to temporal distance, removing tragic characters from the everyday: ‘One’s respect for the heroes grows in
proportion to their distance from us: major e longinquo reverentia.
The distance of the countries compensates somehow for the too
great proximity in time’.144 Geographical remove functioned
analogously to temporal remove: though contemporary, the
Ottomans possessed the dignity of the ancients in European eyes.
Just as the fêtes galantes of Watteau seemed to combine the classical pastoral ideal with modern manners, the Ottomans offered
the possibility of having it both ways, via the vocabulary of a
powerful and distinctive contemporary culture whose meanings,
in contrast to those of the ancients, were not already so strongly
determined. Visiting Stanislas’s Ottoman kiosk at Lunéville,
Voltaire praised the ‘magnificent salon’ where ‘ancient and
modern taste were united without harming one another’.145 As
Nebahat Avcıoğlu has argued, Europeans’ ‘choice of the
Ottoman model was naturally not random, in that it provided
an equally sophisticated culture of power as well as a clear demarcation from symbolic systems too close to home’.146 Whether as
valorization of luxury and eros, liberation of the body, self-fashioning or commingling of ancient and modern, turquerie
afforded Europeans new cultural possibilities of self-expression
and self-understanding.
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lacking in world-historical import because of the ultimate global
predominance of Western culture.147 Turqueries have fallen into
the historiographical gap between historical moments easier to
identify: the pre-modern long-distance trade of ‘charismatic’
luxury goods sometimes described as ‘archaic globalization’,
and the later imperial global structures of the nineteenth
century.148 Yet turqueries provide a unique possibility for
studying how ideas and cultural practices travelled at a time
characterized by the greater circulation of goods and individuals
and a Mediterranean balance of power more equal than it
would become.
By the end of the eighteenth century, the nature of European
engagement with Ottoman culture had changed. Fundamental
upheavals in the political and economic relations between Europe
and the empire — the Ottoman humiliation at Russian hands in
1774, the invasion of Egypt in 1798 and the growing unevenness
in the Ottoman–European balance of trade — caused a clear shift
in the perception and reality of the empire’s status vis-à-vis the
European states. The Ottomans’ waning political clout encouraged the perception that luxury corrupted power as well as
morals. In France earlier anxieties about luxury reached new
heights after French defeat in the Seven Years War.149 Some of
this reinterpretation had occurred during the age of turquerie
itself: English plays after 1688 frequently staged the Ottomans
no longer as heroic but as captive to their luxury and sensuality.150
Montesquieu’s blistering interpretation of the Ottoman empire as
a despotism in The Spirit of the Laws (1748) represents a turning
point, given the huge influence of that work.151 If negative tropes
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about barbarous or despotic Turks had existed alongside the turqueries, eventually they came to predominate.
Certain imports, like coffee and percussive music, were gradually dissociated from their ethno-cultural connotations.152 As
coffee-houses became integral parts of European social and political life, their association with the foreign was forgotten. By the
time Jürgen Habermas made the coffee-house a centrepiece of the
European public sphere, he could neglect its Ottoman roots
entirely.153 The visual arts, by contrast, rendered the Ottoman
more foreign: whereas Vanmour and van Loo had presented
women of imitable elegance and refinement, the depictions of
nude slaves of the sultan that came to dominate the genre
established an almost insuperable distance between Ottoman
and European societies.154 Through both processes, assimilation
and distinction, a cultural distance that had seemed bridgeable
came to seem less so.
Engagement with the Ottoman empire also changed as the
genres that had supported it transformed. As scholarship
became increasingly professionalized, travel-writing began to
emphasize subjective experience over objective reportage, as in
Chateaubriand’s seminal Romantic account of his Levantine
travels in 1806.155 The production of knowledge was no longer
a primary goal of travel-writing. In music Rossini’s Maometto II
(1820) was the last of the Turkish-themed operas that had begun
with Davenant’s Siege of Rhodes (1656); no longer would the
Ottomans inspire European librettists.156 Of various potential
death certificates for turquerie, none is more unambiguous
than the condemnation of Ottoman cultural vitality in Owen
Jones’s Grammar of Ornament (1856), in which the Ottomans
are judged derivative of earlier Islamic cultures and utterly
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devoid of originality.157 The empire no longer possessed anything
deemed worthy of imitation.
VI
CONCLUSION
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During the age of turquerie a common set of courtly values and
customs enabled an extensive cultural transfer across the
Eurasian continent. Though polemical appraisals of the
Ottomans persisted, shared intellectual traditions, rituals of sociability and appreciation of material culture allowed Europeans
to accept a number of goods, images, sounds and practices,
actively and self-consciously emulating their Ottoman neighbours. Though the creative output inspired by this transfer
outran mere imitation and led to inventive cultural performances
like the masquerade, it relied fundamentally upon a European
sense of the translatability of Ottoman culture, and of the desirability of its translation.
Recent revisions of the Ottoman ‘Tulip Era’, 1718–30, support
this interpretation from the Ottoman side. Whereas scholars once
viewed the translation of European books, the influence of
European arts and architecture, and the introduction of the printing press as precocious Westernization, the phenomenon is now
seen as an expression of pan-Eurasian elite culture.158 Taken together, turqueries and the Tulip Era suggest a period of intense
exchange of writings, arts and luxuries in the context of burgeoning commercialization: Ottomans and Europeans were shared
participants in new forms of consumption and sociability.159
It might be objected that turquerie was no different from other
fashions for Asian cultures of the period, most prominently
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chinoiserie. Indeed, chinoiserie shared features of turquerie: both
involved the importation of foreign goods and their modes of
consumption and emphasized the civility of the source culture.160
And both were commercial and artistic phenomena directed particularly at women and their leisure activities. Yet despite this
overlap, turquerie was distinct. Chinoiserie was most widely
manifested as a decorative style, whereas turquerie provided the
subject matter of paintings, tapestries, plays, operas and
novels.161 This dissimilarity derives from the differences in
European personal and cultural relations with China and with
the Ottoman empire. The geographical distance crossed by
Chinese goods did not always correlate to the crossing of an
equal cultural distance.162 By contrast, the Ottomans were
known more intimately and from an earlier time. Turquerie was
not one of many expressions of purported ‘exoticism’, but rather a
cultural phenomenon with its own specific content.163
Future research may disaggregate the picture drawn here, tracing the pan-European highways and byways of an intercultural
encounter that surely differed in Paris, Edinburgh, Venice and
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Vienna.164 Certain forms of Venetian turquerie, for instance,
seem to have been as much an import from Paris as from
Istanbul.165 England and France have been studied significantly
more than the Holy Roman Empire and the Iberian peninsula,
and there is much that we still do not know. Moreover, what
remains to be done is the integrative study of both sympathetic
and prejudicial responses to the Ottomans.166 The ultimate goal
is not to accentuate the positive, but rather to understand the
process of European response in its full and contradictory
breadth.
The study of turquerie sheds new light on the dynamics of cultural transmission. For one thing, it shows that the notion of a
distinct ‘contact zone’ creates a false opposition between geographic areas in which cultural contact was possible and ones in
which it was not.167 Sustained by a wide range of intermediaries,
both Ottoman and European, engagement with Ottoman culture
extended well beyond border regions. The history of goods,
moreover, cannot be understood without examining the ideas
that accompanied them. There can be no purely material history
of objects: goods, practices and ideas were inextricably linked.
Even as they translated and thereby transformed Ottoman cultural forms, turqueries retained the indelible imprint of their
sources. They formed a set of experiences — intellectual, affective
and bodily — through which Europeans came to know Ottoman
culture. Though harder to retrieve, this experiential knowledge
ought to be taken as seriously as anything in a travel account or a
treatise. Moreover, turquerie shows that the movement of culture
is neither reducible to economic or political causes nor strictly
subordinate to discourses of invidious discrimination. Such explanations fail to account for the sheer variety and creativity of
European responses to Ottoman culture. Considered as a whole,
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the study of turquerie proves that histories of transmission are not
just amusing curiosities in the background of an object or idea’s
‘adult’ social life; they are all-important genealogies of culture.
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